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About This Game

Action takes place in player-made locations called Lounges which are made through the Lounge Editor by shaping terrain,
setting time of day and placing various objects. The creator of the Lounge is able to set various permissions, privacy settings and

invite others to visit. The owner and visitors are also able to populate the Lounge with various Interactable Objects that might
just be a simple prop, an arcade machine. The only goal in Project Lounge is to have fun.

Features:

 Lounge Editor - It's just like your usual map editor, with no object caps, just the way we love it on PC. The only limit
is your system specifications.

 Interactable Objects - Drawboards for drawing, Arcades to play, Vinyls to play and more! Earn them by playing the
game and receiving drops, even while you're in the Lounge Editor!

 Steam Inventory - Collect, trade and sell your Interactable Objects through Steam Inventory and show off what you've
got to your friends and visitors alike.

 Steam Workshop - Do you know how to make 3D models? Or perhaps you compose music? If so, you can contribute
to Project Lounge at Steam Workshop!
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Title: Project Lounge
Genre: Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Aivaras Ivoškus
Publisher:
Aivaras Ivoškus
Release Date: 3 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i3 3*** series

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 660/AMD Radeon HD 6870/Intel HD 5500

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: Hosting may require strong upload bandwidth (256 kbps); Requires Steam services to be online to work

English
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similar to garry's mod, will be great once fully polished!. best game i've played in years. You get 4 things. a horizontal box a
vertical box a transparent box and stairs. They cannot
be resized. You cannot build anything unless it's a horizontal and vertical box with stairs.
Complete waste of time and money. 10 minutes then refund.. Ok Game!
This is early access but it look alright for a new developer. I have a bad computer and this game still lags but it's alright.
You probably shouldn't get this game unless you want to support the dev. The community is basically non-existent so you may
not find a lounge but the developers have severs running.
When you open this game you get 5 item i think the're random so you can get a common-rare item and what they do is you can
place them, move them, and throw them.. The editor is fantastic, simplistic and easy to learn, but allows very deep creations.
Highly recommended if you enjoy building worlds, just know that the building and visiting other places to mess around is all
that's too it at the moment, but damn it's still fun.. If you have enough imagination this game will steal your sleep. Its really
nice.. Lacks players currently but seems like it will be a fun GMod \/ Tower Unite style game.
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This may not be full of people but soon it will.
From what I have seen already i've had a laugh and messed around with a few people that I randomly came across but when you
take time into your own lounge it can become a forest, a moutain range and many more.
I can't wait for more thing to be released to this game but from what it is now i'm loving it .

If you have an intrest in this game talk to zukas or look in the guides

This game is for people who like to create a world of there own and to share stuff \/ play with the community.
I would recommend this to many people and i hope some other people start to play as well.. I make big boom boom in my room
room ;(. Don't have friends?

No problem.

This is a video game where you can actually socialize!. I bought this game about a week ago and I can say several positive things
about the game. It presents a very simple user interface yet still complex enough that it takes a few minuets to get into the swing
of things. The Lounge Editor is somewhat disappionting because I find that there are very few objects that I can add and
manipulate. I also find that the mutiplayer is very lacking is that there is not much to do except for spawn in your steam
invintory items throw them around and explore the lounge. If your reading this because you are intrested in buying this game I
totally recommend buying and writhing a review to help this game climb out of early access. BUT if you are a dev of this game
sit back because I have some thing I would like to say about your game.

#1 I would like to say well done in creating a game that allows you create your own world very easaly in a timely manner.
But of course there are a few negitives anout the game that I would like to address.

#2 The lounge editor is simple and easy to use, but I found that there was a lack of useable objects. The pillars and everything
are nice for creating ruin type structers but they do remove some of the creativity in a lounge them being the only objects in the
game thus far.

#3 When I found several new items in my invintory for this game I became very ecited to be able to take thoughs objects and
integrate them into my lounge. Disapointment flooded me when I realized that I could not.

#4 This is more of an idea than feedback but I would find it very cool if the lounges that you create could be exported and used
in unity as a map for a game if there are any younger soon to be devs in the world.

And Finally I would like to point out two bugs that I found. One was when exploring a lounge you can climb vertical walls just
by jumping. The other bug was when I had a friend trying to connect to my lounge he could not when connected to the same
LAN. When he got on a difrent network, we connected just fine.. I played, I waited, and Project Lounge died. Or not?. It's like
a simplified blender that is easier to share with friends. I like it.. it has whiteboards that you can draw on.
buy it now.. game is dead. This game is good, the only problem is noone`s playing it yet and there are no server

The only way i could describe this game is "gmod but with in game map creation, and an intresting low poly art style."
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